A STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE

by Tennessee Williams

May 11 - June 10, 2007

Director – John Gibson
Assistant Directors – Karie Miller, Adrienne Oliver
Set Designers – Sara Brown, Michael Wenrich
Lighting Designer – Benoit Beauchamp
Costume Designer – Kim McLaughlin
Production Stage Manager – Neil Reda
Producer – Stephanie Finn
Properties – Charles Cheeseman
Dramaturge – Esther Daily
Movement Coach – Jennifer Tweel Kelly
Assistant Stage Manager – Stephanie Finn
Master Carpenter – Howard Pape
Master Electrician – Carin Edwards-Orr
Light Board Technician – Neil Reda
Assistant Costume Designers – Laura Covert, Juliana Barton
Hair & Makeup Designer – Mendy St. Ours
Dresser/Wardrobe – Bobbie Buxton

CAST

STANLEY KOWALSKI – Mark Valahovic
STELLA KOWALSKI – Priya Curtis
EUNICE HUBBELL – Theresa leak
BLANCHE DUBOIS – Ronda Hewitt
STEVE HUBBELL – Steve Smith
HAROLD MITCHELL (MITCH) – Don Gaylord
PABLO GONZALEZ – Mark Gruber
SEVEN SISTERS – Sara Eshleman, Stephanie Finn, Emily Lacy, Gabrielle Laskey
EVEN STAR COLLECTOR – Ricardo Coleman
FLOWER SELLER – Michaux Hood
STRANGE WOMAN – Kathleen Thompson
STRANGE MAN – Ken Ferguson